
 

RecQuest, led by the MPRB, is a comprehensive planning, design, community engagement, and recreation program evaluation 
and needs assessment for Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board recreation centers. The plan developed from the assessment 
will serve the next 25-30 years of capital improvements for recreation centers, and is an opportunity to tailor recreation center 
facilities and programs to meet the current and projected needs of communities across the city.  
 

 

 

Community Advisory Committee (CAC) Meeting 
May 17, 2018 

AGENDA 
 
6:14p 1. Welcome and introductions   Jamie Neldner Tyrize Cox 
 
6:15p 2. New Board update from 3/21   Tyrize Cox 
 
6:20 – Arlene: What did you present on the retreat? 
 Tyrize: I can send you the powerpoint and I will send out to all. 
 Jovita: You gave the board a budget? 
 Tyrize: No, I gave recommendations of where we are and where we could be going 
 Arlene: DO you meet with groups along the way of budget (like YMCA) so you have 
an idea of what the partners are doing and helping with 
 Tyrize: Much of our partnership comes in the form of grants from foundations and 
other organizations. Many of the people we work with – it’s a contractional relationship. 
Like youth baseball- we are paying for that service, what comes in and what goes out. We 
go out and groups come to us. Very few come to us that want to provide something and just 
need participation. 
 Tyrize: Also talked about free child care.  Fee based versus free.  Seemingly a good 
amount of free child care that already exists in the city. There is a huge need for affordable 
childcare for infants and toddlers.  There is free after school care. The ask is around 
childcare and not the space we are in as an organization? 
 
6:20p 3. Rec Division focus for 2019   Tyrize Cox 
 
6:26p 4. Focus groups     Stacey Gray Akyea 

• What we’re hearing 

• What we hadn’t thought of 

Arlene: I would like to see a focus group in North Commons and Little Earth. 
Tyrize: We have been reaching out for a way to get in, a connection.  People are 
rightfully protective of their group – do not want people just showing up and asking 
questions. If you have any connections, please help us.  
Arlene: When is the timeframe? 
Tyrize: It is my hope that we are going to the Board by June 20. 
Arlene: Can we still have focus groups after? 
Tyrize: Yes, it is important to build relationships. I don’t know how that would get 
included in a data, unless there is something largely different then the other focus 
groups. 
Please help us with virtual introductions. 
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Arlene: The MPRB should have focused on ADA updates before providing dog parks. 
 
Jamie: Point is, if a program ends at eight and my metro mobility cannot pick me up 
at that time, I cannot participate. 
 
Tera: Who is asking the questions? 
Stacey: Jamie and I do most of the facilitating, I ask most of the questions. Jamie 
took the notes. We had a variety of methods to facilite the conversation. 
 
Brian: Can you talk more about the nostalgia vs. old? 
Stacey: A lot of what the youth talked about was very new and hip, etc. Future 
oriented conversation – how would you select programming.  Less years to talk 
about experiences. But “our voice is important, this is our environment”. Seniors 
were ‘I love our parks’, but there are things being overlooked that perhaps they 
should be revived.  For example – lecture series about the park systems. I have this 
experience, I have this history with the parks and the City, let’s not lose that. That 
was the juxtaposition. 
 
Manny: Was there interpretation offered or requested. 
 
Stacey: All was done in English, we had bilingual speakers.  We would like to do a 
Somali group and do it in that language.  From what I remember, we didn’t have an 
interpreter. 
 
Tyrize: That was the original intent, but we have had difficulty finding an existing 
group.  WE have translators, just don’t have the group. 
 
Jovita: I have a group and I could help. 
 
Arlene: Do you think that is lack of trust for the system? 
 
Tyrize: Antidotally, yes.  We need help getting connected with groups.  
 
Manny: Some things still feel unresolved – field reservation, we have not come up 
with a recommendation.  It is not working for everyone.  At what point are we 
making a recommendation. 
 
Tyrize: At Currie, Stewart, and East Phillips – what are you hearing? 
 
Manny: At East Phillips they rent out from sun up to sun down and are not open to 
pick up.  Can we find a balance to ‘prime times’ for neighborhood folks as well as 
leagues. There are both sides to this.  It is not accessible to neighborhood people. It 
is just going back to that conversation and do not have a recommendation. 
 
Tyrize: Is that an issue that all of us would like to further explore – or can Manny 
and I take that offline.  I can think of a few different ideas, but any shift effects 
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another group.  
 
Group: Good to talk it offline. 
 
7:45p 6. Public comment     Arlene Zamora 
 
7:47p 5. Board recommendations    Tyrize Cox 
 

• CAC Meeting June 14th 

• Board Meeting June 20th 

o Will go to Rec Committee, not going to Board June 6th. 

 
 
7:55p 7. Closing remarks and adjourn   Tyrize Cox 
 
 
 


